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Editorial 

Again we find ourselves limited to only a digital version of the 

Newsletter due to the restrictions currently in place. 

I don’t think of any of us will be sad to see the end of 2020, 

certainly the strangest year that I have ever lived in. To me and 

I suspect many of you, this year has been one with a feeling of 

groundhog day, nothing changing, the same old, same old, but 

outside the world is still moving on and Beeston is slowly 

changing.  

As a result, the editorial team thought it would be good to see 

some of those changes around Beeston that we may have 

missed with our enforced lockdowns and restrictions. So while 

we still have some great articles from our contributors, we 

thought we would take advantage of the freedom of a digital 

edition, so this one will be somewhat top heavy with photo’s of 

the changes around Beeston.  

The lockdown has had some benefits, as you will see from 

Peter’s piece in the newsletter, the #Beeston2020 committee 

have received more views on the future of Beeston than they 

had expected, perhaps if nothing more, this lockdown has given 

some of us more time to reflect on things. 

As always, I am enormously grateful to all who have submitted 

articles for this edition, without you there would be no 

newsletter. The next edition deadline is the 8th of February 

2021, so if you have anything you’d like to 

share with the other members, or a 

burning issue to raise, I am, as always, 

happy to receive your contributions. 

 

Jim Donaghie 
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 Cinema Site 

This is a follow up to my piece on the 

foundations found at the new Cinema 

site on Station Road. I asked the 

question if anyone knew what they were.  

By sheer chance I was looking for 

original fruit trees grown by the Pearson 

family when they were involved in 

horticulture. I was looking at the piece in 

‘Explore Beestons History’ ‘Flowers 

to Foundry’ and there it was, a 

complete history of the ‘Beeston 

Foundry’.  I will not plagiarize the 

excellent piece on the Pearson Family 

but urge you to go that web site that hosts an amazing amount 

of facts on the Pearson’s , Robert  Foster,  Foster and Pearson 

leading to the Beeston Boiler Company. The foundry dated 

back to the 1870’s and is shown c 1950. The site was 

compulsory purchased by Beeston and Stapleford Urban district 

Council in the 60’s to make way for the shopping Centre. 
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Station Rd was formerly Brown Lane and the foundry was 

opposite the Lads Club. The picture on the left shows the 

foundry looking up Station Road towards the Square. I have 

again used my photos showing the foundations to the chimney 

taken in January this year at the onset of the groundworks for 

the new cinema, I wonder how long that will be there!!  (Taken 

from Station Road,  B&M are on the right) Many thanks to 

Explore Beestons History. 

 

Stewart Craven 

Following on from Stewart’s piece I thought this would be an 
appropriate point to show just where the new Cinema 
development has reached. It is still expected that the exterior 
work will be completed in December, following which the keys 
will be handed to Arc Cinema’s to complete their interior fit-out. 
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ARGOS 

 

Many of you will have noticed that Argos has not reopened 
since the initial lockdown and that Explore Learning has closed, 
leaving only 2 small occupants in that whole block. Sainsbury’s 
have already announced that they will not reopen any Argos 
stores that are still closed and that they will no longer have fresh 
meat fish or deli counters in their supermarkets.  

In the  Beeston Sainsbury’s this could leave space for an Argos 
collection point but it looks like it could be bad news for the 
centre of Beeston, especially if  Peacocks is then one of the 
branches chosen for closure.  

 

Caroline Penn 
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#BEESTON2020VISION 

BEESTON’S FUTURE, A DEVELOPING CONVERSATION 

 

Back in the New Year the #Beeston2020Vision Organising 
Panel started looking for online contributions to prepare the way 
for an open event in The Pearson Centre in mid May. The 
simple idea was to look ahead a decade by embracing ideas 
from a wider Beeston community.  

How quickly all this was to change.  During the mid March 
lockdown the event was postponed until September 2020. Now 
we are looking forward to some safe point next year.   

So encouraging a conversation about the future of Beeston 
began as a first step towards an informed discussion at an open 
meeting. With each delay this conversation is developing in 
scope and depth to become a valuable source of ideas in its 
own right.  

Initially we were expecting something like one contribution a 
week over a maximum of 18 weeks until May. Then perhaps a 
maximum of 30 by September when Covid started to bite. As of 
early November 2020 there are 43 entries on the C P Walker 
website with more in the pipeline. These include ideas from Cllr. 
Janet Patrick, Mayor of Broxtowe, Grace Li, the present Youth 
Mayor and Will Lee the past Youth Mayor, plus Chris Frost, Sub
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-editor of The Beestonian, Cllr. Kate Foale, and many others 
from across the Beeston community. 

 

As this conversation grows inevitably it is developing in breadth 
and complexity.  Contributors touch on big questions about our 
future, including predictable changes arising out of sustainability 
policy objectives, (Gary Smerton-White),  plus informed insights 
on town centre retail, (Nelson Blackley and Peter Swann), and 
the vital role of creativity, (Jeanie O’Shea). There are thoughts 
about what makes Beeston special – our inherent strengths and 
what we might do to develop pride of place - actions to make 
Beeston better to live, work and play in. There are project 
suggestions too, including a green corridor, skate park, a town 
trail, performance spaces and much else. 

 

The pandemic gives this online conversation a particular 
relevance as it is forcing us to think local and to look ahead. 
When not online we are shopping closer to home, walking and 
cycling more than before and quietly developing a more detailed 
appreciation of place.  We are meeting neighbours and 
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volunteering, reinforcing a sense of community. This is a good 
time to talk about our future.  

There are positive messages with plenty to think about. We 
seem well placed in Beeston to cope with a second lockdown. 
We have the advantages of a suburban location on a river 
frontage beside a world class nature reserve on the edge of the 
City, plus good transport links and an accessible shopping 
centre.  All this is helping develop the breadth and depth of our 
conversation. 

No shortage of ideas then, but we would like to encourage 
more. Check out the Beeston Vision corner of the C P Walker 
website for yourself and the Facebook page, or contact us 
directly by email at beeston2020vision@gmail.com 

 

Peter Robinson 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Images: Robert Howard’s ideas for creating a Beeston Green 

Corridor  

The High Street in lockdown 
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Beeston Design Awards  

 

Design Awards - Time to look outside ? 

 

Beeston & District Civic Society sponsor this innovative initiative 

which takes place every other year, its scheduled for relaunch in 

2021 – which is yet to be confirmed. 

 

The aim is to encourage people from Beeston and the 

surrounding areas to get out and look around themselves to 

appreciate the built environment and to nominate buildings that 

add quality to their location. If its safe for you to get outside do 

take a look around when you’re taking some exercise. 

 

Results from 2019 competition 

 

It was 2019 that saw the successful competition launch. 

Heralded by UK Civic Voice and applauded with details 

published in the national magazine commending the initiative. 

Significantly there were three projects commended, these 

featured: The highly successful repurposing of former lock-

keeper’s cottages to form Canalside Heritage Centre with 

notable community involvement, exhibition and refreshment 

facilities – Remodelling of an existing family bungalow to meet 

modern living standards; featuring architectural and 

environmental elements – Restoration and Renovation of 

Bramcote Old Church Tower; paying attention to wildlife, with 

attractive sculptures and new provision for public interaction and 

information. 

 

Our Judging Panel 

 

In readiness for the competition a formidable panel agreed to 
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judge our entries. Recognising the stature of the initiative this 

included renowned architects, planners and senior academics 

from both local universities. As of the moment, going to press, 

the dates for closure of nominations of our next competition are 

yet to be confirmed – but do please take interest in what 

buildings are going up in our area – lets have your comments 

and opinions about what you see – good, bad and awful. 

 

So do please email us with your suggestions for possible 

consideration 

 

Mervyn Brown 

 

Following the submission of this article we subsequently 
received this:  

"It is fantastic that exemplary design in the Beeston area is 
being recognised through the Beeston and District Civic 
Society’s Design Awards. Whilst national, regional, and city
-based design awards are common across the UK, it is 
really important that excellent design is also celebrated 
amongst local communities like Beeston." 

 

Tim Heath,  

Professor of Architecture & Urban Design  

University of Nottingham; 
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Beeston Buildings and the 2020 Nottinghamshire Pevsner 

Guide  

 

Beeston is much better represented in the recently published 

Nottinghamshire 2020 volume of the Pevsner guide to Buildings 

of England than in any previous editions. 

There are still the entries for important buildings such as Boots 

D10 and D6, for buildings in West End such as the Manor 

House and for Churches such as St John’s and the Chilwell 

Road Methodist Church and the Anglo Scotian Mills but they are 

joined now by others, several dating from the 20c that are 

receiving recognition for the first time.  It would be cheering to 

think that this might finally offer them some sort of protection 

from development or major changes however limited, but 

despite several years of lobbying and offers of help by the Civic 

Society Broxtowe Council has still to establish a Local List of 

Heritage Buildings. Indeed Clare Hartwell the architectural 

historian responsible for identifying the buildings felt she had no 

choice but to remove an entry for the rare Villa Street 

Temperance Billiard Hall from the book after learning that the 

Council had already given planning permission for its demolition 

to allow the construction of a block of flats. 

 Foster Avenue alone merits four 20th century entries, the old 

Post Office, the Library, The Roman Catholic Church and the 

Town Hall; where the design of the frontage will soon be 

damaged by the replacement of the ground floor windows by 

doors.   Contrast this with the County Council’s sympathetic 

refurbishment of the exterior of the Library. 
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© Clare Hartwell, The Buildings of England, Nottinghamshire, Yale University Press 

2020 

There is now also recognition for some prominent town centre 

buildings such as the Nat West and HSBC banks and the White 

Lion and its lion statue, and for the Beeman, and for areas such 

as Canalside. 

In this book we can recognise and identify the layers of history, 

heritage and continuity that give our built environment a unique 

sense of place and identity. 

Caroline Penn 
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Opinion 

Civic Societies, the Built Environment and Pevsner 

 

In her article on the buildings of Beeston and the newly 

published Pevsner guide to Nottinghamshire, Caroline Penn, 

acting chair of the Civic Society, makes the point that Beeston 

has shifted from being something of an also ran in the original 

1951 edition, to being really quite well represented in the third 

edition of 2020. Caroline goes on to complain that despite the 

efforts of the Civic Society, Broxtowe Council has still to 

establish a Local List of Heritage Buildings. Whilst we can all 

share her frustration, it is arguable that the Pevsner series, with 

its subtitle ‘The Buildings of England’ should help to focus 

attention on the range of historic buildings which survive within 

our built environment. 

When Pevsner first penned his remarkable series of county 

architectural guides, the majority of the emphasis was on elite 

buildings, mainly churches (especially medieval buildings) and 

country houses. He paid little attention to vernacular buildings, 

or twentieth century buildings. Beeston and Chilwell get 

relatively little space, by Pevsner standards, on churches, 

mainly because Pevsner seems to have thought that they were 

architecturally unremarkable. By contrast he provides an 

unusually long entry, for a 20th century building, on the Boots 

site. 

A second edition for Nottinghamshire appeared in 1979. This 

was prepared by Elizabeth Williamson who added relevant 

information which Pevsner had perhaps missed. Elizabeth 

reorganised much of the parish by parish material. Beeston and 

Chilwell now had separate entries of their own, and many more 

buildings were noted including Chilwell Road Methodist church,  
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the Beeston manor house, the historic houses on West End, the 

railway station, various mills, the Humber works, and almost two 

pages on the Boots site - in Elizabeth’s words, ‘here is some of 

the most important twentieth century work in the county’. 

Chilwell was awarded less than a page. The church was 

described as containing ‘nothing distinctive’ and dismissed in 

two lines. A number of houses were mentioned, as well as 

demolished buildings (the manor house and Neville’s Factory), 

leaving just enough space for the Hop Pole and the Cottage 

Grove estate. 

The key point is that Pevsner guides were expanding to take 

account of the whole range, not simply the elite buildings. Clare 

Hartwell has taken this further in the third edition (2020) 

Caroline has noted that many buildings are included for the first 

time, several dating from the twentieth century. Surely Broxtowe 

Council must recognise that the Pevsner list must be a starting 

point for the much-delayed local listing before some of these 

disappear? Clare had to leave out the Temperance Billiard Hall 

on Villa Street because the Council had already given the green 

light for demolition.  

Before the whole of Beeston is turned into blocks of flats, the 

publication of this book provides an opportunity for us to draw 

up a list of buildings we want to see still in use in Beeston when 

the 4th edition of Pevsner appears! Neither should we neglect 

the green or public spaces in our patch and the growing belief 

through the concept of placemaking that public spaces promote 

good health and well-being. 

 

John Beckett 
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Shaping the Post-Covid Civic Society - New Era – New 

Initiatives? 

 

Covid is changing our behaviour - some of us are working from 

home, others are furloughed. We are shopping locally; we are 

more community aware than ever before and we are being 

resourceful. 

It would not be overly dramatic to say that our Civic Society will 

be in a new era post-Covid. 

 

Might we speculate how our Society could adjust? For example, 

do we have a part to play in meeting some of these changing 

needs in our changing world, one where sustainability will play a 

bigger part in our lives?  

 

Here are some suggestions about what we might become 

involved in. Some may be controversial, may raise additional 

questions and perhaps inspire some new thinking about 

directions. It’s about what happens ‘on our patch’ – getting it 

right for and with you – our membership. 

Importantly doing more has to involve more people, more doers, 

thereby lightening the load on the few that already do the most. 

 

Critically, now can you help us to move forward? Let’s have 

your comments and contributions: 

 

Greening – Co-ordinating and unifying endeavour like: 

Seed / Plant Exchange – green advice and design for 

homes – ready-to go designs for shed and bin store 

green roofs – vegetable and boarder plant integration – 

Beeston in Bloom? 

 

Joint Ventures – Activities and events that bring together 
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people and resources to include other local clubs – like: 

History - Photo - Canalside - Attenborough Nature - U3A 

– Bramcote Conservation – Sunken church Thus 

increasing awareness of the society via such networking 

relationships 

 

Digital Presentations – Making our activities available in 

digital format on You Tube or similar for: Presentation - 

Talk’s - Heritage Day – Walks etc. these could perhaps 

be as videos or pictures with ‘voice over’ scripts. 

Expanding availability, providing engagement and 

interest for members – also others on our web-site. 

 

Reciprocal Memberships – To develop interaction and 

mutual interests with other local societies / clubs for 

possible interactive membership, promotion and events. 

Maybe encourage officers to meet and co-ordinate / 

combine 

 

Energy – Consider options for multiple energy consortium 

purchase amongst members at negotiated rates / 

reduced costs. Maybe not our central role or function but 

initiatives like this could enhance the range of ‘member 

befits’ 

 

Recruitment – engender support from existing members to 

recruit new, younger, folk who better reflect our 

community make-up – possible incentives to join and to 

recruit? Without ‘new blood’ our society will ‘die on its 

feet’ 

 

Planning & development – Form liaisons with local 

developers, architects and designers so as to effect early 
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and on-going influence; in terms of; design ‘building 

better, building beautiful’ – wild-life and environmental 

matters   

 

For our society to survive and to thrive it needs to 

consider, to prioritise, and to adopt new ideas and engage 

with new folk. It needs people doing! 

That’s the reality of where we are at – now and looking 

forward:  

How would you like us to move forward in an amicable 

and convivial manner? 

How are you able to help and to contribute positively to 

what we choose to do and to drive us forward? 

 

Let’s hear from you – Do you have some interests or 

expertise that you’d like to share ? 

 

Mervyn Brown 

 

 

 

STOP PRESS 

It has just been announced that the Nottingham College 
Campus in Beeston has been sold to Nottingham developers 
the ALB Group. Their current plan is to convert the main 
building into student accommodation and to construct some 
housing on the rest of the site. Detailed plans are still being 
drawn up, but watch this space as I’m sure it will feature in a 
future newsletter.  

Jim Donaghie 
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Musings on the provision of housing in South 

Broxtowe 

A report in the Nottingham Post just over a year ago implied that 

getting planning permission in Broxtowe could become a free for 

all if it didn’t improve the number of homes being built. In July 

2019 the Council was apparently falling short of its housing 

delivery target by 43%. If targets are not reached then there is a 

presumption in favour of sustainable development which makes 

it difficult for Councils to refuse planning permission. At the time 

many planning permissions had been granted but had not been 

started. There is sufficient 5 year supply of land allocated for 

housing in the Part2 Local Plan and since last year construction 

work has commenced on housing sites at Barton’s, Myford’s, 

the Plessey site and Field Farm. Permission has just been 

granted for Phase 2 at Field Farm and at Coventry Lane 

adjacent to the crematorium, and there are other large and 

small sites with existing planning permissions but where nothing 

has been started.  

Housing affordability was recognised as a problem by the 

Council in 2010 and is surely more of a problem now as house 

prices rise steeply and builders build larger and more profitable 

housing stock and yet the current council submitted the original 

application for the Phase 2 flats and themselves excluded any 

affordable housing as a requirement presumably to facilitate 

sale of the land to developers. And while still many sites, 

particularly it seems for those for blocks of very small flats or 

student accommodation which have planning permission, 

remain undeveloped   applications continue to be submitted for 

yet more flats crammed onto small plots around the town centre. 

Once built developers are now at liberty after changes to 
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permitted development to add another two storeys to buildings 

without needing planning permission. 

The current consultation for the Toton and Chetwynd Strategic 

Masterplan (not to be confused with the Chetwynd 

Neighbourhood Forum) envisages the development of land on 

the Broxtowe / Erewash boundary over the next 20 years where 

it is proposed to include up to 4500 new houses as well as the 

HS2 station, new rail links, a new highways infrastructure and 

an Innovation Campus. If nothing else this year of pandemic 

and lockdowns has surely brought home to all of us the 

importance of the quality of life, the value and health benefits of 

better indoor space standards in buildings and the provision of 

outdoor “amenity and recreation spaces” either for new build 

individual properties or for local populations. South Broxtowe is 

already the most densely populated borough in the Greater 

Nottingham Conurbation. The Masterplan, if developed as 

proposed, will result in a large reduction in the ‘green assets’  to 

the west of Beeston and Chilwell which are already heavily 

used for recreational purposes yet it contains little reference to 

green infrastructure or the Council’s own Climate Change and 

Green Futures strategy.    

I took these two quotations from the Nottinghamshire 

Sustainability Strategy 2010 -20 “The effects of climate change 

have been felt in recent flooding and we need to ensure that we 

take wider environmental considerations into account when 

taking decisions about the location, nature and size of new 

developments.” “Quality of life and well-being affect how 

satisfied people are with their communities and, usually, the 

services provided by public, private, voluntary and community 

organisations. Local environmental quality also affects how 

people feel about living in Nottinghamshire.” I think they are as 

valid now as then, if not more so. Broxtowe now has adopted 

the laudable Climate Change and Green Futures programme 
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but as yet it seems there are no supplementary planning 

documents to back this up when considering planning 

applications. In my view they can’t come soon enough. 

Caroline Penn 

 

 

 

 

Update from Skate Beeston  

Skateboarding coming to Beeston 

A new professionally built skatepark in Rushcliffe Country Park 

is schedule to open in April 2021.  Beeston is hot on their heels 

with proposals for skateboarding facilities to come to Broxtowe. 

Whilst a flexible space for street skating at the top of Sussex 

Street, Nottingham City Centre, will be completed by the early 

summer.    

 
Beeston Street Art, Beeston Civic Society and Skate 

Nottingham have been working to identify potential sites in 

Beeston. Underused public parks or dilapidated skateparks 

could be given a new lease of life through the installation of 

skateable structures. Sites under consideration include: 

Beeston Fields, Inham Nook and Beeston Ryelands.    

 
Designed and built with local young people skateboarding 

features could remain in situ temporarily or more permanently. 

The Skate Beeston team are liaising with Broxtowe Borough 

Council to fit with local need, with the planning and strategy.  
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Leader of Broxtowe Borough Council, Councillor Steve Carr, 

said “This excellent project will deliver opportunities for 

young people to get together safely in these difficult times. 

I fully support and thank the organisers and am pledging 

£1000 from my Divisional Fund to help make this a reality.”   

 
Skateboarding competition entries 

The first phase of the project, funded by a grant from UK 

Research and Innovation, has been advanced with Skate 

Nottingham’s 2,700 Instagram followers, due to both the 

coronavirus restrictions and the communication preferences of 

young people.  This was launched on the 6th October.  So far 

Skate Nottingham have had 46 submissions from local young 

people and adults, who have uploaded photographs, film, 

words, drawings and sculptures with the hashtag 

#inspiredbyskatespots.  These have ranged from hand-

made models in clay, to complex multi-dimensional drawings 

using CAD. This project will culminate in participants’ models, 

drawings, photographs and film being exhibited at the 2021 

Nottingham Festival of Science and Curiosity from the 8th to 

the 17th February 2021.   

Inspiring Young People to future careers 

Skate Nottingham’s Instagram project has also included 

aspiration-raising video posts from people whose careers have 

been inspired by their love of skateboarding, each receiving 

several hundred likes from people engaging with the content.  

They include Chartered Civil Engineer and teaching fellow at 

University College London (UCL), Bedir Bekar, and Gothenburg

-based landscape architect David Gough - both of which have 

worked on a wide range of international projects.  In the next 

few days, the team will publish a video by young London-based 

architect and skateboarder Tom Deacon. Growing up in 
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Broxtowe, Tom’s use of the small skatepark in Kimberley led to 

him studying architecture in Glasgow and Stockholm - 

demonstrating the life-changing potential for young people of 

relatively small investments in public realm.  

Broxtowe Councillor Greg Marshall called it “a wonderful 

project – which I’m more than happy to support.  There is 

definitely opportunity to seek funding towards the project 

through Broxtowe Borough grants scheme - which I’d be 

pleased to assist with as plans are developed”. 

 
International Co-operation – moving forward 

 
Further competition challenges for young people in Nottingham 

and Nottinghamshire have been set by teams in Bordeaux 

(France) and Tampere (Finland), with the support of Dedication, 

a social enterprise that designs skateable spaces across 

Bordeaux, led by professional skateboarder Leo Valls, and 

Mikko Kyrönviita, a sustainability expert at the University of 

Tampere, who visited Nottingham to share his city’s practice in 

summer 2019.  Prizes will be given to the best entries uploaded 

to Instagram by the 2nd of December, providing positive 

activities for children, young people and adults during the 

current lockdown. 

Next steps will virtual and face-to-face workshops for each of 

the 3 locations, with young people engaging in the design of 

Ruddington and Nottingham City Centre before Christmas, and 

then the sites in Beeston early in the New Year. 

Beeston Youth Centre Leader Nikola Loydall commented: “The 

Skate Beeston project looks and it sounds like it is going to 

be a real benefit to the young people of Beeston and the 

surrounding area. Availability of a designated space for 

young people to positively engage in skating and to 
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improve their fitness is obviously an enormous benefit.  

Having the young people actually taking part in the design, 

planning and manufacturing of the area will also have a 

tremendous positive impact upon their skills, interests and 

the possibilities for their future. It all looks and sounds very 

exciting! “ 

Ignite! Futures and Skate Nottingham are currently contacting 
local schools, colleges and academies, youth clubs and the two 
universities, but entry to both the Instagram project and 
competitions and the virtual and/or face-to-face workshops are 
free and open to everyone, through simply following Skate 
Nottingham on Instagram or going to their website and 

registering to be part of the project. 
Photo illustrates clay model design by Broxtowe resident Mike 

Wright 

uploaded to Instagram with the hashtag #inspiredbyskatespots    

Deadline is midnight, 2nd December 2020.  A wide range of 
prizes available for the best entries. 
 
Mervyn Brown 

http://www.instagram.com/skatenottingham
http://www.instagram.com/skatenottingham
http://www.skatenottingham.co.uk
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As promised, I said at the beginning that we would look at some 
of the new and continuing building works that have been going 
on around Beeston during the lockdown. So we have a few 
pages of the progress on those sites. 
 

New Commercial Units near Beeston Station. 
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Beeston Quarter site on 

the  old Plessey site. 
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Myford 

Place 

 

Wilmot 

Lane 

Building 

site 
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The flats and Co-Op Store on 

Chilwell High Road. 
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New Student Accommodation on Queens Road East. 
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New student 

accommodation on 

the Dagfa House 

site. 
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Disclaimer 

The views and opinions expressed in this Newsletter are those 

of the individual authors and not the official stance of the 

Beeston and District Civic Society unless explicitly stated. 

Contributors: Mervyn Brown, Jim Donaghie, John Beckett, Car-

oline Penn & Peter Robinson.   

Published by Beeston & District Civic Society, Charity No. 

503241. Website: www.beestoncivicsociety.org.uk 

Email: beestoncivicsociety@googlemail.com 

Website: https://beestoncivicsociety.org.uk/ 

All correspondence and contributions (text and photographs) 

can be sent to the Editorial Board at the email address 

shown above. 

The Barton’s site is more 

difficult to get 

photographs of, so I have 

included their artists 

impressions of the look 

they are aiming for on the 

back page. 
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The Barton Quarter Development (impressions) 


